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a b s t r a c t

In order to understand how neuronal circuits control locomotory patterns it is necessary to record neu-
ronal activity of freely behaving animals. Here, using a new automated system for simultaneous recording
of behavior and neuronal activity in freely moving Caenorhabditis elegans on standard agar plates, we
ccepted 13 January 2010
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. elegans

show that spontaneous reversals from forward to backward locomotion reflect precisely the activity of
the AVA command interneurons. We also witness spontaneous activity transients in the PLM sensory
neurons during free behavior of the worm in standard conditions. We show that these activity transients
are coupled to short spontaneous forward accelerations of the worm.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
racking system
echanosensory neurons

. Introduction

Monitoring neuronal activity of freely moving animals in a
ontrolled environment is a crucial issue in neuroscience in
rder to understand how neuronal circuits integrate sensory sig-
als to generate behavior. Recently, genetically encoded calcium

ndicators (Miyawaki et al., 1997; Pologruto et al., 2004) have
llowed the development of non-invasive neuronal activity record-
ng techniques, especially in small and transparent animals like the
ematode Caenorhabditis elegans (Kerr et al., 2000). This nematode
as a compact and well described nervous system, the molecu-

ar basis of its behavior has been studied in great details and its
enome is significantly conserved with vertebrates. These features
ave made C. elegans a useful model system in neuroscience.

In immobilized C. elegans, fluorescent calcium indicators have
llowed the recording of calcium transients in neurons and mus-
les (Kerr et al., 2000) and the correlation of sensory stimuli and
euronal activity in sensory neurons (Suzuki et al., 2003; Kimura
t al., 2004; Hilliard et al., 2005). Semi-restrained worm imaging
ystems have then been developed in order to correlate calcium
ctivity to the behavior of the worm. A two-objective system has

een designed to record neuronal activity of a worm glued at its
ead while recording the behavior of the free body (Faumont and
ockery, 2006). Behavior chips have also been developed to record
euronal activity and behavior of C. elegans in a microfluidic chan-
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nel. These devices allow a precise control of the environment of
the worm (Chronis et al., 2007; Chalasani et al., 2007). In both sys-
tems the animal is constrained, and therefore many behavioral tests
cannot be implemented. Moreover, recording is frequently done in
liquid medium, whereas most behavioral and genetic studies have
been done previously on solid agar plates.

Another system has been described for manual tracking of freely
moving worms in a thermal gradient and simultaneous recording
of calcium activity in a thermosensory neuron (Clark et al., 2007).
In this system the worm can move freely but is under a coverslip,
which prevents access to the worm to apply mechanosensory or
chemical stimuli. The tracking has to be done manually and lasts
only for 2 min.

Here we report the development of a new custom-made track-
ing system for long-term automated recording of neuronal activity
and behavior of freely behaving worms in their standard laboratory
environment. We could show that spontaneous reversals from for-
ward to backward locomotion on standard plates reflect the activity
of the AVA command interneurons. We also demonstrate that spon-
taneous activity of the PLM mechanosensory neurons correlates
with forward accelerations.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Strains generation and C. elegans maintenance

We constructed the transgenic strain AQ2139 for AVA imag-
ing. This strain expresses the D3cpv cameleon protein (Palmer
et al., 2006) under the control of the nmr-1 promotor in a lite-1

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01650270
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jneumeth
mailto:juliette.benarous@lps.ens.fr
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ackground (Edwards et al., 2008). For D3cpv expression in AVA
nterneurons, Pnmr-1::D3cpv plasmid was made by a LR reaction in
he Gateway System (Invitrogen) from the following two plasmids.

4.9 kb upstream sequence of the nmr-1 gene was amplified and
loned into NheI–XhoI sites of pDEST. The D3cpv gene was ampli-
ed and cloned into pDONR by BP reaction. An integrated transgene
as obtained by biolistic transformation (Praitis et al., 2001) of the

nmr-1::D3cpv plasmid together with the unc-119 gene into unc-
19(ed3) animals followed by UV irradiation (Mello et al., 1991). The
esultant transgene ljIs109 was outcrossed eight times, and crossed
ith lite-1(ce314) to make AQ2139. Pnmr-1 promotes expression

n the AVA neurons and a few other classes of neurons. However,
xpression of D3cpv in AQ2139 is much stronger in AVA and to a
esser extent in AVE than in other cells. In fact, in control exper-
ments that we performed in the locomotion chip (Chronis et al.,
007) using much higher magnification (e.g. 63×), we were only
ble to detect a signal in the AVA/AVE neurons, and not in any of
he other weakly expressing neurons (data not shown). The mea-
ured signal then comes principally from the AVA neurons but could
lso have a component arising from the AVE neurons, which are
lso supposed to control backward movement and to be strongly
onnected to the AVA neurons.

For yc3.60 expression in PLM interneurons, a Pmec-4::yc3.60
lasmid was made by a LR reaction in the Multisite Gateway System
Invitrogen) from the following three plasmids and pDEST R4-R3.

1 kb upstream sequence of the mec-4 gene, the yc3.60 gene and
′-UTR of the unc-54 gene were amplified and cloned into pDONR
4-P1R, pDONR 221 and pDONR P2R-P3, respectively by BP reac-
ions. The Pmec-4::yc3.60 plasmid was microinjected to N2 animals
Evans, 2006) that were then crossed into lite-1(ce314). Pmec-4 pro-

otes expression in the six touch receptors. However, as these
ells are far apart, the PLM neurons were identified and tracked
nambiguously at 20× magnification.

We used lite-1 mutants in our experiment because they are
nsensitive to blue light (Edwards et al., 2008). We could then

inimize the behavioral perturbation induced by the fluores-
ence excitation illumination. Ratiometric calcium imaging using
ameleon proteins was chosen in order to lower noise due to the
ovement of the worm. Movement artifacts are actually corre-

ated in the CFP and the citrine channels and are then filtered out
hen taking the ratio of the two channels to calculate the FRET

ignal.
Nematodes were cultured on OP50 bacterial lawns on nema-

ode growth medium (NGM) plates at 20 ◦C. We picked L4s the day
efore the experiment and performed all the experiments using
oung adults.

.2. Imaging system

For the imaging system, we used an automated x–y stage
Marzhauser, speed 10 mm/s) holding a large 90 mm open NGM-
gar plate upside-down (Fig. 1A). The plate could be seeded with
P50 bacteria. We illuminated and recorded fluorescence images of

he worm’s neuron under the plate through a Nikon 20× objective
working distance 5 mm, numerical aperture 0.45). The 440 nm illu-

ination was provided by a mercury lamp (Prior) through standard
xcitation filters (Chroma) and an optical fiber. The fluorescence
mage was split by a two-wavelength splitting system (Cairn tech-
ology) equipped with dichroics and emission filters (Chroma).
he two images (at 480 and 540 nm) were then projected on the
wo halves of a megapixel EMCCD camera (Andor Ixon). Above

he plate a CCD camera (Prosilica, 1000 × 1300 pixels) was used
o image the behavior of the worm through the agar with a 3×
bjective (Edmund). The field depth of this objective was large
nough to prevent defocusing during the experiment. Optome-
hanical parts (custom-made and Thorlabs) were used to mount the
Fig. 1. Tracking system. (A) Schematic diagram of the imaging system. (B) Full worm
image for behavior analysis. (C) Fluorescence ratiometric calcium imaging of AVA
neurons (up: 480 nm emission, down: 540 nm emission).

optical parts in a compact microscopy system optimizing imaging
efficiency.

2.3. Image acquisition and analysis

We transferred a worm to the experiment plate a few minutes
before the experiment. The neuron of interest was then manu-
ally centered in the fluorescent image and image acquisition was
started by the user. The motorized stage and both cameras were
controlled via a custom-written Labview program. This program
consists of a succession of 150 ms-long loops. During each loop one
image is recorded on each camera, the neuron position is deter-
mined as the pixel of maximum intensity in the 540 nm emission
image and the motorized stage is then moved in order to bring back
the neuron to its original position in the 540 nm image. The x–y
trajectory of the imaged neuron is also recorded during the whole
experiment as the position of the stage at the end of each 150 ms
loop.

Exposure time of the fluorescence images was set to 30 ms to
avoid smearing due to the movement of the worm and the images
were binned in 2 × 2 pixels. As we programmed the tracking system
to keep the pixel of maximum intensity in the center of the 540 nm
image via displacement of the stage at each 150 ms step, the neuron
of interest was then mostly kept in the same point of the field of
view of the camera during the whole experiment. Worms move
mostly on an x–y plane, but slow z-defocusing due to unevenness
of the plate was controlled by occasional manual refocusing (∼once
per minute).
Fluorescence images at each of both emission wavelengths
were analyzed using a MATLAB routine by averaging the 100 most
intense pixels in each image. Signal to noise was high enough to
confirm that these pixels actually corresponded to the neuron of
interest. This method diminishes artifacts linked to slight defocus-
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Fig. 2. Calcium imaging of the AVA interneurons. (A) FRET signal in the AVA
J. Ben Arous et al. / Journal of Neu

ng during the worm’s movement. Calcium activity was calculated
s the FRET ratio of the fluorescence emissions at 540 and 480 nm.
s we were only interested in the timing of the peaks, all the FRET
ecordings were corrected for bleaching of the yellow protein by
ividing by the baseline of the signal.

In order to determine the position of AVA activity transients, the
VA FRET ratio was smoothed by averaging on a 20 images slid-

ng window to get rid of high frequency noise. We calculated the
erivative of the smoothed FRET signal and a threshold was applied
o the FRET derivative to determine events that were above noise
evels (2.5%/s). Peaks in the FRET derivatives that were above this
hreshold and longer than one-frame were labeled as AVA tran-
ients. PLM unambiguous activity peaks were scored by eye using
heir shape (fast rise, slow decrease) and amplitude (signal to noise
atio higher than 2). Unclear peaks were not used for speed analy-
is.

Reversal timings were measured by eye using the behavior
ovie, independently from analysis of the FRET signal in the AVA

eurons. A worm was considered reversing while its head was mov-
ng backward compared to the forward orientation defined by its
ody. Omega turns were not scored as reversals. Two frames were
ufficient to define backward movement and reversals are thus
efined with a one-frame precision. The speed of the worm was cal-
ulated a posteriori from the recorded trajectories. Average speed
uring the PLM activity transients was compared to total average
peed by a statistical Student’s t-test.

. Results

.1. Imaging calcium dynamics in neurons of freely behaving
orms

We have developed a new automated tracking system for spon-
aneous imaging of neuronal activity and behavior of freely moving
. elegans on standard laboratory plates (Fig. 1A). We image a sin-
le animal in air on NGM-agar plates seeded with bacteria and we
se a two-objective system to simultaneously record behavior and
euronal activity. The tracking system maintains the neuron at the
ame position during the whole recording and records the trajec-
ory of the worm. We have chosen to express ratiometric cameleon
roteins as indicators of calcium activity (Miyawaki et al., 1997) in
elected neurons in order to filter out motion artifacts. The sample
s illuminated at 440 nm to excite the cameleon protein and this
llumination is used for both calcium and behavioral imaging. The
right field image of the worm is recorded in the behavior chan-
el through the agar plate and projected on a CCD camera (Fig. 1B).
he fluorescence image of the neuron is recorded through a 20× air
bjective and then split into two images at 480 and 540 nm, which
re projected simultaneously on the two halves of a high sensitivity
amera (Fig. 1C). There is no time limitation in this set-up except
or protein photobleaching or possibly light toxicity and recordings
f up to 10 min in duration did not have obvious deleterious effects
n behavior or recording quality.

As compared to standard calcium imaging set-ups our system
ses a low magnification, low numerical aperture objective for
uorescence collection and imaging; still a FRET signal reflecting
alcium activity can be extracted from fluorescence images and
orrelated to behavior. Indeed using this method we were able to
itness reciprocal changes of fluorescence intensity in the 480 nm
FP channel and the 540 nm citrine channel (Fig. 2) from which we

ere able to calculate FRET activity transients in the AVA interneu-

ons and the PLM sensory neurons using a standard ratiometric
ethod. The anticorrelations observed in the two fluorescence

hannels indicate that the ratio increase was a result of FRET rather
han a motion artifact (Fig. 2B).
interneurons of a freely moving worm on food (black) and reversal events timings
(gray bars). (B) Reciprocal changes of fluorescence intensity in the 480 nm (bottom)
and the 540 nm (top) channels.

3.2. Calcium activity in the AVA interneurons reflects
spontaneous reversals of C. elegans

C. elegans crawls on surfaces and its locomotory behavior con-
sists of forward sinusoidal movement interrupted by turns and
reversals. The foraging strategy of the worm relies on a precise
control of its reversal frequency depending on environmental con-
ditions and previous experience (Pierce-Shimomura et al., 1999;
Gray et al., 2005). The AVA and AVB interneurons have been shown
to be major command neurons regulating, respectively backward
and forward locomotion (Chalfie et al., 1985).

In microfluidic chambers, calcium activity of the AVA neurons
is correlated with the propagation of an anterior-traveling body
wave (Chronis et al., 2007). We expressed the D3cpv cameleon pro-
tein under the control of the nmr-1 promotor. We recorded calcium
activity in the AVA neurons and spontaneous behavior of worms on
plates seeded with bacteria. We could observe large calcium activ-
ity transients arising in these neurons during backward behavior

of the worm (Figs. 2A and 3A, Supplementary Movie S1). Using
this promotor we cannot exclude that part of the measured activity
arises from other labeled neurons (for example from the AVE neu-
rons). However, as fluorescent expression was strongly brighter in
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Fig. 3. Calcium signaling of AVA command neurons correlates with backward move-
ment. (A) FRET signal in AVA interneurons (black) and timing of reversals (gray bars)
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cific neurons. This method could also be coupled to microfluidic
uring free movement of C. elegans on NGM plates seeded with Escherichia coli OP50.
B) A single activity transient in the AVA interneurons. There is no detectable delay
etween the rise of the signal and initiation of backward movement.

he AVA interneurons than in any other cell, we concluded that
ost of the observed signal resulted from AVA activity.
Recordings made using the unrestrained system correlated

losely with what can be observed in the microfluidic system in
he same food conditions (Supplementary Fig. S1). In both cases,
imilar ratio changes in AVA were observed in temporal corre-
ation with the onset of backward locomotion. However, in the

icrofluidic chamber, the reversals were much longer than on
GM plates, as were the signals in AVA. Mean duration of reversals
as 9.9 ± 0.6 s in the microfluidic chamber (s.e.m., 7 worms) and

.5 ± 0.3 s when imaging on plates (s.e.m., 13 worms, Student’s two-
ailed t-test P < 0.001). This can be compared to previous behavioral
esults obtained in standard laboratory conditions on plates seeded
ith OP50 bacteria (mean reversal duration: 3.5 ± 0.5 s (Shingai,

000)). Reversal frequency was also similar to previous mea-
urements: 1.9 ± 0.2 reversals/min on food, which is comparable
o 3 reversals/3 min (Tsalik and Hobert, 2003) and 3 reversal/min
Gray et al., 2005). Thus, the behavior of the worm does not seem
o be perturbed when imaging is performed in freely moving con-
itions.
AVA neurons are thought to induce reversals, but as in previous
xperiments (Chronis et al., 2007) each rise in AVA calcium activity
nd the correspondent reversal started in the same frame. We did
ot see calcium transients rise in AVA before the initiation of the
ce Methods 187 (2010) 229–234

behavior, perhaps because our time resolution (150 ms) was not
fine enough to detect a short delay (Fig. 3B).

More importantly, with this system we observed on NGM plates
a very good correlation between spontaneous backward events and
transients in AVA activity. To quantify this finding, we determined
time points at which the time derivative of the FRET ratio was signif-
icantly positive, which defined the positions of AVA transients. 75%
of the determined AVA transients correlated with actual reversals
of the worm, and 81% of the reversals correlated with AVA tran-
sients (13 worms, ∼250 reversals, Figs. 2A and 3A, Supplementary
Movie S1). Some activity peaks were actually difficult to extract
from the noise and this may explain the false positive and missed
reversal events. These findings indicate that spontaneous reversal
behavior mirrors precisely AVA activity.

3.3. Activity in the PLM mechanosensory neurons correlates with
forward accelerations

We also recorded activity of the tail mechanosensory neurons
PLM during spontaneous behavior of C. elegans on food. Immobi-
lized imaging experiments have shown that these neurons respond
to touch on the posterior part of the worm (Kindt et al., 2007). Laser
ablations have also shown that these neurons mediate acceleration
following posterior touch (Chalfie et al., 1985). We expressed the
YC3.6 cameleon protein in the PLM neurons, and we could record
short transients in these neurons in behaving worms (11 worms,
Fig. 4A). Interestingly, we could observe spontaneous acceleration
of the worm at the time of PLM activity peaks, a phenomenon
which to our knowledge has not been described elsewhere. To
quantify this finding, we used trajectory recordings to calculate
speed and compared average speed at the time of PLM transients
to the total average speed of the worms. We could show that
worms indeed accelerated when PLM calcium activity increased
(Fig. 4B, Supplementary Movie S2). The speed maximum was
reached 600 ms after the beginning of the rise in PLM activity
(Fig. 4B). It is not clear from our recordings what stimulus, if any,
was responsible for PLM activity, as we could not detect any spe-
cific irregularity on the plate at the time of PLM transients. Since
these experiments were conducted on food, it is possible that the
measured transients might represent a mechanosensory response
to food. However, when we recorded from PLM on plates lacking
food, we could still detect some calcium activity in these neurons
(5 animals, Supplementary Fig. S2).

Activity in the PLM neurons may be truly spontaneous, but it is
also possible that small movements of the stage during tracking or
movement of the cuticle against the agar plate may be sufficient
to induce some signal. Finally, a drop in speed can be detected just
before the rise in PLM activity and could also be a cause of the
activation of the mechanosensory neurons (Fig. 4B).

4. Discussion

Here we demonstrate the use of a new tracking system to
automatically record long-term activity of any neuron during free
behavior of C. elegans on a standard plate. The animals are totally
free to move on the plate and can be accessed for chemical or
mechanical stimulation. This system could then be used to study
evoked behavior. This system can also be directly extended to study
most types of behavior in C. elegans or other small animals and
could allow the detection of new subtle behaviors elicited by spe-
systems to record neuronal activity of worms crawling through
complex structured environments that are more similar to the nat-
ural environment of the worm (Lockery et al., 2008; Park et al.,
2008). Finally it could be used to measure other type of fluorescent
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Fig. 4. PLM mechanosensory neurons activity. (A) FRET signal in the PLM neurons
of a freely moving worm on OP50 bacteria. (B–C) PLM activity peaks correlate with
short acceleration events. (B) FRET ratio and FRET time derivative at PLM activ-
ity peaks (61 traces around PLM transients from 11 worms have been aligned
and averaged, the origin of time (0 s) is the first frame where a rise in activity in
the PLM neurons can be detected.) (C) Average speed and FRET time derivative
at PLM activity peaks. Speed maximum occurs 600 ms after the beginning of the
activity transient, and 300 ms after the maximum of the FRET derivative. Aver-
age total speed: 0.0769 ± 0.0002 mm/s (s.e.m), average speed during PLM activity
t
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ransients: 0.121 ± 0.003 mm/s (s.e.m.), Student’s two-tailed t-test P < 0.001. Total
verage speed was comparable to previous results obtained with N2 worms on food
Ramot et al., 2008).

ignaling like calcium activity in muscle or pH measurements in
ntestine cells.

Previous experiments have shown that AVA activity corre-
ates with the backward behavior of semi-restrained worms in
icrofluidic chambers (Chronis et al., 2007). Here we quantitatively
easured neuronal activity in the AVA command interneurons and

he behavior of worms in both semi-restrained and free conditions
n bacterial food. We could demonstrate that spontaneous rever-
ce Methods 187 (2010) 229–234 233

sals and activity in AVA are also very well correlated in unperturbed
worms behaving in standard laboratory conditions. We show that
the reversal behavior of the worms on the new imaging system
is comparable to their behavior in standard laboratory conditions,
whereas it is significantly different in the microfluidic chambers.
Reversals are indeed shorter on regular plates than in the cham-
bers. This may be due to the fact that most reversals end with an
omega turn on plates, whereas this behavior is prevented when
the worm is restrained in the microfluidic channel. It will now be
interesting to determine whether evoked reversals are also corre-
lated to neuronal activity peaks in the AVA interneurons (Wicks
and Rankin, 1995).

We also measured spontaneous mechanosensory neuron activ-
ity during free movement of C. elegans, and we were able to detect
activity transients in the PLM neurons. We could not detect any
defect that may be responsible for this activation and it seems
that spontaneous activity transients actually arise in the PLM neu-
rons during movement of the worm. Ablation of the PLM neurons
prevents the acceleration escape reflex that occurs after mechan-
ical stimulation of the tail (Chalfie et al., 1985). We show that
the spontaneous activity peaks in the PLM neurons also corre-
late with short accelerations of the worm arising 600 ms after the
initiation of PLM activity. The mechanosensory signals transmit-
ted by the PLM neurons during movement may act as a feedback
to modulate the movement. Ablation experiments also suggest
that mechanosensory neurons respond to non-localized mechan-
ical stimuli. Signaling from the ALM and PLM mechanosensory
neurons are thought to compete to produce the behavioral response
to tap (Wicks and Rankin, 1995). It would then be interesting to
record PLM and ALM activity during free movement of C. elegans
after tap stimulation.

Free movement of the worm during neuronal imaging was actu-
ally crucial for the observation of the correlation of PLM activity and
acceleration behavior. Such an approach offers a new way to dissect
neuronal circuit function during unconstrained behavior using the
behavioral tests that have already been developed for genetic and
cell ablation studies, allowing direct comparison to previous results
and new insight into function of the C. elegans nervous system. In
particular it would now be interesting to use this system to investi-
gate the role of other neurons of the mechanosensory circuit during
locomotory behavior of C. elegans and to study the integration of
sensory inputs during evoked behavior.
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